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I. introduction

Much hae been written about the habits and life history

of the whitetailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus boreales tiller),

our foremost Aaerioan game animal. hai large size, vide-

spread distribution, adaptability, and sporting qualities

combine to make him an animal well worth further attention.

The tendency to quickly overpopulate suitable areas and to

reduce or destroy the vegetation of his range by overbrowsing

are problems perplexing many game managers. Determining the

oarrying oapaoity of the range is an important beginning step

along with analyzing food preferences and requirements. Steps

must then be taken to reduce the deer population or to improve

the range.

The University of Michigan is fortunate in possessing a

splendid outdoor laboratory of 1268 aorea, close by, that is

complete with its own deer herd, for study by zoologists,

foresters, game managers, and other interested persons. This

area, known as the Idwin S. "eorge neserve, has been under

constant supervision for the past twenty years and much valuable

information on deer productivity and yield has been obtained.

"Conservationists the country over are interested in facts now

being ascertained 2a;ncerning the seorge zeserve deer herd - its

rate of increase, the relationship between it and its food

supply, and its seasonal behavior." (iuseum Bulletin) The

resident biologist, F. 14. Hamerstrom, in collaboration with

the custodian, Laurence amburn, is currently conducting a

study on the reproductive capacities of the deer and much
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useful data is also being compiled on weights, ages, and herd

composition. uarroll Smithson and John brach, Wildlife

4anagement students, oarried on studies in 1946-47 based on

deer herd composition and habitat preferences, respectively.

investigations still need to be ade on the food

preferences and nutritional requirements of whitetails in

the southern hardwoods regions.

In their natural food habits, deer are dainty, random,

tip browsers - a twig here and a leaf there. They move

along in an apparently thoughtless, unsystematic manner

sampling the vegetation. "o plant is too small for their

attention; and with differenes in acoptability aooording

to season and circumstanoes, almost everything that grows

is eaten." (Forbes et al, 1941) Cook (1946) found that even

on a bloat as small as one-half acre, deer did not forage

everywhere but restricted their travels to certain well defined

paths. The pattern of use was determined at least in part by

the presence of such obstructions as brush piles, stone heaps,

brambles, as well as by location of trails coming into the

clearing from the forest. In consequence, arbitrary samplings

such as strip counts, are of rather limited use. At certain

seasons, deer eagerly sought out and fed upon the plants they

liked best, so only rarely did an individual escape. Seedlings

were not as much sought after as sprouts, probably due to a

chemical or nutritive difference.

Wheo eer are artificially confined to an area and

allowed to multiply unmolested by predation and hunting, it
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Gan readily be seen that the carrying oapsa ity of the range would

soon be exceeded. U'Rotke and Ismerstram (1948) found evidence that

the George deserve herd tended to become self limiting after it

developed an overpopulation and that it becam apparent before

damage to the vegetation had reached its peat. They state that

the Beserve in its present condition could support its present 2b-30
deer per section for many years and could undoubtedly have sapported

an even large-r herd if thore had not been so large an overpopulation

in the early thirties.

The su er carryiwg capacity of deer range is relatively large

and the winter carrying capao ity is relatively amall. The Reserve

herd does not have the freedom of unlimited range during critical

inters so unusually heavy pressure was brought to bear upon the

woody vegetation when the deer popmlation was at its peak around 1933.

The writer is interested in the differential effect or deer

browsing on the oak-hickory reproduction and is attempting to gather

the data in the form of a growth study on selected plots.

Old residents familiar with the area say that 'deer damage"

became evident about 1936 but within the past four or five years

they have noticed a gradual improvement of the understory. Dr.

Haeretrum, in describing the recent change, suggested that cutting

back the herd to about 60--0 deer since 1941 probably aided the

vegetation in makihg a comeback. "Oat reproduction is still being

severely damaged and seedlings of maple and hickory are destroyed

almost as soon as they appear," 4von to the casual observer the

"deer line" is obvious on the red cedar (Juniperas virginiana), and

the smooth sumac (Lhus Slabra) inside the fence is nowhere near as
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hihas that growing just a few feet away but proteoted from the deer.

a little 01086?' survy might reveal that red osier dogwood (Cornus
jtoloifera) and hazel t (ryus smrioan) are not as easy to locate

on the ioeerve as they are In ad joining woodlote, much less obvious

but worth of further study is the pos ibi lity of measurinag the damage

done to hardwood reproduction previously mentioned. also, it sea be

shown that some plants benefit by deer overbrowing their competitors

and "releasing them,

When mention Is made of browse damage, thre is a tendency to
assume that growth is stunted or re pro duotion redu ed, "a (1933)
however, found that o dra te browsing of aspen sprouts aatally
stimulated bettor Growth, then the deer eat the terminal buds, lateral

growth is stimulated and usually increases the amount of browse,

Lateral branching and new sprouts from the root sollar appear to

result in reduction of height growth. Xrefting (1941) Noted that

logging and fires tend to increase shrubby growth.

Singe deer reproduoe annually and forests reproduoe only in

long-time cycles , it is evident that dome tree species may be harmed

long before the damage is apparent even to the trained eye. Adolph

Murie (1941) noted in his moose studies on lele ioyale tha t "those

speciseseaten the year round are apt to suffer before seasonal foods.

other factors being equal. (Lomplo to utilization of a range aompoed

of a varied vegetation is generally shot posaible Without harmful

effects to some species. Plant species are not uniform in palatability

nor are they uniform in abundance. Therefore, the palatable, le

abundant speoies may be almost extirated before a few abundant 8peoies

jaing up the bulk of the food supply are at all damaged. Depletion



or the range may set in long before the bulk~ of the food supply kas

beguun to be utilised,'

Manageomnt of the Rteserve herd by harvesting the surplus as
begun in 153334 and has been carried on ever since i an attempt to

Mlatch the poplation with thq carrying oapaoity of the range. As a

result of these removals., nothing spectacular in the way of destruction

of the vegetation Is to be expected, other than that brought about

by their selective habits of feeding, Establisbment of experimetal

Oxolosures within the RIoerve, planned for the near future, may

Provide the ne oessry inforaaticrn on food preferences and give more
concrete date on the pressure brought to bear on individual speies.

Dixon (1934), in his study on ,;sliforrxia mule deer, stated that in any

deer food study you cannot get free natural food preferences unless

the tall oo plomont of food plants is present and grazinig is exluded,

A restatement of the purpose or objective of this study seems

to be in order at Ulu sPointe The author is assuming that (a) some

changes in the vegetation have been brought about by the presence of

the deer on this tract of land and, (b) these changes have been

quantitative rather than qualitative (ups cies composition).* The

available evide nce substantiates the assumption that while the speciees

are found on both sides of the fence, there is a noticeable difference

in the condition and abundance of those species. t&n attempt will be

Made to determine the influence of browsing on height growth rates

for the dominant upla~nd- hardwoods by a comparison with selected

adjacent unbrowsed woodlotis outside the George iAserve.
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Introduction (b)

Iacription of the George as serve:

Location: The Edwin a. George Reserve, a 1268 acre tract, is

Zocated about four and a half (4j) miles lest of Pinaney, Michigan,

in the southwest corner of Livingston (ounty. It is approximately

£4 miles northwest of Ann arbor.

Pheiognph:. The area is oharaoterised by many glacial features a

putwh plains, esters, teams, kettleholes, and typical rolling terrain.

$hysiographere statt that it lies on the north edge of an interlotuate

orainic region. The lowland paralleling the north fence is the

inotney channel through which the Huron River flowed to the south

4id west before the last glacier blocked its path and diverted it into

te present channel. Huge blocks of Loe buried under tons of debris

eventually melted leaving mettle holes and low areas. The meltwater

lowing between these bloca deposited an enormous amount of material

troz the face of the glacier and built up an eehe r-like formation, onee

kalf mile long, Amown locally as the "nogebact". This tnife-edge

idge extends to the southwest from the northeast corner of the eserve

n what was probably the original drainage direction. The ibig £wamp

s on the south side of the "ester" and nuuerous potholes and spur

tidges lie to the north. In the north central part of the area is a

Igh level outwash plain of about ba acres that has about the same

levation as the "ester". Joattered throughout the southwestern and

fstern parts of the Reserve are hills and xnolie which may represent

-..



The lowest elevations t below 900') are oocupie d by marshes and

Swamps, and the highest elevations (abovb 975') are the crests of

hills, the ester, and the outwash plain. The rest of the area lies

between 926' and 976'. (See Fig. 6)

The soils of the Reserve, according to the Soil Survey Division,

(USDA.1938) are in the Miami-Zewaunee soil area, gray-brown pottolic

soils, and are varied and erratio in distribution. Nearly all the

lowlands are covered with soils composed of psats, or muuta, to what

is thought to be a considerable depth. The fields and hills are covored

with mineral soils: Bellefontaine sandy loam, Plainfield sandy loan,

and Coloma loamy sand. Some patches of Miami loam are found in the

eastern, southern, and western parts of the area.

The oak-hickory association occurs almost wholly on the Belle-

fontaine sandy loam, which is porous and permits water to drain readily.

It has a porous, gravelly substratum and atones occur throughout the

soil. According to local standards, the soil is of medium fertility,

but well suited for woodlots, especially on the steeper slopes.

The aeoompanying soil map (Fig. 4) should not be interpreted as

having sharp lines of demarcation between the soil types, but rather

that they show general soil charateristics. Since almost all the

maJor study areas were looated on sandy loams, it was felt that a

detailed survey of the soils would be unnecessary. In one irstanoe,

for the George Reserve innex, a detailed a~p drawn up by the Soil

Conservation Service was available,

Drainage is good to excess ive for the uplands by runoff or by

filtering through the sandy soils. The water table is close to the

olevation of the lowlands so parts of the Reserve (marshes and swamp)

.70-
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are under water at all times, The~re are four springs on 'the area

Which indicates the prese-nce of hardpan under part of the Fieserve.

VtWhere is some drainage into honey -,reek to the north. The old outlet

;in the southwest corner was blocked %ben the Patterson lake M. was
~built in 1872 and a tile line was installed to carry the overflow into

rthe Big Swamp, but that appeare to be non- fwictioral now, Thera aren't

zany natural lakes or streams on the Reerve but there is a 3 are pond,

Sand the area is probably typioail of the rolling. moraine topography of

southern Michigan.
r. The olimatiocoond itiorns prevailing in! Livingston Couzity are

~those charateristic of oentral Michigan; fairly cold winters and mild

m The avers e annual rainfall is 28.9A and under normal oonw.

itions is well distributed throughout the year, the heaviest rainfall

g.ooaurring during the growing season from April to Sept nher, The
verage snowfall of 29" is rather light compared to that in o the r

eotions of the state* The mean annual tmperature is 46.6 0 F. Pre-

iling winds are southwesterly throughout the year.
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Vegetation: A rough division of the vegetation can be made

on the basis of topography - (a) dry uplands, (b) moist lowlands.

(a) Dry uplands comprise about 3/4 of the Reserve and are 1/3

woodland and 2/3 grassland. The woodland areas are covered byan

ak-hickory forest that appears to be a stable pre-olimax on poor,

well drained soils. There is about 320 acres of woods occurring in

Patches of 1 to 12b acres over the area. They cover the hilltops, slopes

and tettleholes - all areas not suitable for clearing for cultivation.

an understory of hazel, witch hazel, sasesafras, oat and hickory roe-

roduction, and blackacherry is found in varying degrees of density

broughout the woodlots, The fields and pastures were retired from

me in 1928 and are now being invaded along their boundaries by oat and

ickory, and elsewhere by junipers, sumac, and blaokberry. some of the

fields still have stands of timothy, alfalfa, and wild grasses also.

"Over sost of the level areas and gentler slopes, well developed

Leaf litter, and leaf mold are present, On tho steeper slopes large

tahes of bare soil alternates with pockets and depressions of well

armed leaf acoumlatione. The greater part af the litter is rathet

ry or only moderatoly moist, but its lower layers mix with the sandy

oam beneath to form a compact but friable and aerated mold or humus.

ver most of the woods the combined litter and mold are probably 4-"

eep. Fallen twigs, branches, and trrns accumulate undisturbed in

11 of the wooded areas. The density of tree stand, density and

omposition of undergrowth, and amounts of down timber and leaf mold

ry considerably ithin any one and from one to the other of the

everal wooded tracts.

There is little relation between the soil type and the vegetation
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.of the uplands,, The oakah1.okory forest occurs indiscrimi.nately onl

Pelleforitaino and Miami sals and evidently was once present on at

aeaftt part of the areas occupied by Plainfield and Coloma soils.

Cultivation, grazing, cutting of timber. fire. and the roib

topographer of the Reserve have. caused the elimination of many of the

Stages of sh~oo es sion. Upland areas hawve beeno cleared of timbe r an~d
oul tivated so aloe to the remaining trees that shrub zones are almaost

?lof"luXiteft. The transition between swsamplands and woodlands ise

abrupt, consisting at most of a narrow belt of hydrophytio abrubs.

~ho por soil and good drainage, will, at least for a viry long Limo,

Wroveflt the developmont of the theoretical beeoh-maple climnax f rent

cover." (Rogers 1938). There ise one mature beech tree in the ,4.:j.

?goods near Sta. 1.

z (b) lMoist lowlands are occupied byr tamaraom~ and poison sf or

tk&rdwood (maple-liach-elm) swamps; marshes of grasses, sedgese, ferns,

and shrubs; and two spkagnmlathe rleoaf bogs.
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The following information was obtained from the custodian, old

tidente, and other persons familiar with the past history of the

rea, by 4. Speed iogers in 1938, and b; the author in 1948. £ atudy

r old records in the county courthouse at Howell and of old volumes

* the Michigan Historical Jociety Collootion at ann Arbor also threw

ime light on past ownership, boundaries, and notes on te wildlife

ad vegetation as far baot as 1853.

MAch logging was dine about 1904 and many of the larger and bot ter

tees wore removed. Again in 1918 a lot of outting was done in the

Irthwest woods when all the "red" and white oats a foot or more in

Laeter were sold. at the s time some taiaraois were tacen frcn

le Big dwanp and no cutting has been done there since then. Favming

ractices, at the time the reserve was set aside, included pasturing

te woodlots and brushy lowlands but wasn't a intensive as before 1900.

kere were about a dozen farms with cultivated fields, woodlots, orchards,

istures, and waste wetlands included in the purchase. &fter 1900, the

losion of the fields in the southern and eastern parts caused a shift

hots oultivation to pasturing and the grassy slopes of the uplands
4
4roughout the aeserve were also pastured.

There haven't been any fires on the area since 1986 when .a fir

kept over the southwest corner and as far east as the edge of the Big

amp. &nother fire oocurred before that in the fields in the northwest

)rue r.

T aisTORY or nizT t swa JTH Qt T iw E H

The two woodlots outside the fence where the major control plots

te located were originally part of the main woodlots inside the fence.



The southern boundaries of the D.:. woodlot were 20 chains south of

the present north fence until 1928 hen Gl. George bought the "square

40" that includes the Big ;assaudra, from Loy LoClear. Mr. Malear,

who still owns the piece outside, lives across the road on Highway Z6.

bow b6 years of age, he told the writer that he bought the property

from ;A. J. Wood in 1914. Mr. Wood had "bought it up from the govern-

ment" so it has had only two owners. In 1918 Ir. iloClear had a oon-

tract to out all the 12" oats he sould find in his coeds and that was

done. o hiotory was out because there was none, although he thin"s

quite a bit has come in since then. After selling the 40 to Col. George,

itcClear has limited outtinge on his own proporty to a few oaks (1939-40)

which he sold, and several more that oro out for fonce poets during the

winter of 1946-47. Pasturing has been limited to 70 sheep that were

turned in during the summer nonths of 1938, and to 12 of his neighbor's

cows that got through the fence last sumaer. A grass fire that startet

along the railroad in 1938 got as far as the edge of the woods.

The li.Z. woodlot was recently parohased by the University of

*ichigan and the fields that aooprise the balance of the 40 aores are

to be cultivated. Ben 'hie, who has lived at Anderson for 27 years,

pastured two horses and 7 or 8 cows there in 1947 and says that no

one else has over pastured livestoac there within the span of his

memory. The grass fire of 1938 also got into this woodlot for a short

d is tance but didn't reach the large r trees. s with the S.". woodlot

this area was once part of the sane woodlot inside the fence - extending

southward for about 10 chains in one parcel of land. Between 198 and

1947 when Mrs. rain sold the land to the University, some cuttings

were made. Philip Sprout, nephew of Mre. Crain, told .as that a dozen
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blact oats were taken out in 194 on the eaat edge of the woodlot.

Before that, very little outting was done - just damaged trees for

firewood,

Some of the general history of the area may be gotten from old

b-oks in the Michigan Historical Society Library. One such volume,

(Ch&Man Bros, 1891), dealing with biographies of prominent citizens,

Contained the following exoerpts:

",.. Indiana and wild animals abounded and venison was
easy to procure (1636)." ",..country was very wild and
the ehy denizens of the forest had not yet learned to
fear an, ir. Bush frequently went out before breatfast
and killed a deer.0  "...There were plenty of deer,
wolves, aUna miy are tre boars that our su 6jeOt 'as shot,
ueer were seen in droves as co aonly as sheep are now."
aefurence was frequently :Lade tQ the "heavy tiLaber" and
"oat openings".



In 1927-8, Cal. dwin J. ;eorge purchased and fenced the area

as a game preserve. "Two years later he gave it to the University of

Uichigan for use as a natural history reserve. It is administered by

the 4useum of a ology and a oustodian and resident biologist live on

the area.

In 4aroh, 1928, Col. weorge puronased four does and twQ buo&

iait-tail deer from the Jleveoand :tiff Juimpany ju 'rand siand, .Alichigan

and released them in the onolusure. ie stated: "as they :rere ail aged

beer we naturally awauwed tht th four dveu were bred and probably

Iropped fawns the following Xay or June."

Paul Sickie, first biologie t on the area, described the rapid

rowth of tae deer herd in 'Ax Deer roduoe 160 in ix Years" ( iih.

tons.1937) "Deer didn't appear especially cozron until the fall of

931 when small groups were seen in the evenings, and some browsing

heaie noticeable near thu traila bordering the marshes and swampa.

beer browsing became more an parent in the winter of 1932-Jb on red-osier

ogwood, sumaa, and junipers." '. * it became apparent that a reliable

ftiaute of the population was ueoessary so on iecember 9, 1942 a deer

rive was conducted." the total count was 160 - quite an ivesteat

6 years from 6 deer! It was felt that despite the presence of

b'rors, the count was fairly close Zand accurate eaough for all practical

rposes, comparison .ith the figures used in Lhd treding Potential

bles 1ldo Leopold - $aae aanago lent, 195Z, table 4bD) showed a close

fproxLration, or a theoretioal herd of 166 deer. Those results gave

Perm oncreto ev idence ttstt ma&agmeen t pra tices w ould have to be put

#ito effect izaediately. Good evidence had been furnished that if the



herd continued to increase as it had in the past, the yearly ttals

*ould have been eoewhat as follows:

1934 - 272
1936 - 440
1936 - 712
1937 - 1152 (almost one deer per acre, or six timaes as much

as is regarded as an extremely heavy population)

t reduction in the herd by shooting was begun and while the -numbers

baven't boon kept as low as they should have been to prevent all inroads

on vegetation, it remains for the Ast part in good condition.

Thus Iicuie sumuarizes the first six years experience with deer

*f this controlled tract and gives a good indication why deer irruptions

bate ocourred in dozens of localities to the detriment of the range, and

Pit Laately the deer.

Thirteen years have elapsed since then and perhaps the best summary

*f the entire history of the herd is the recent article by O'iose and

Panorstrom, ?hy have contrasted the later aistory of the herd with

the first six years in their vonr on product±vit; and yield. They state

that the rapid increase during the early yrurs was duo to the original

*nimals being adults and they estimated the annual increase, based on

the total herd, at the rate of about 60;o. Their study further shows

that the rate of increase has not been maintained (average 44N) and

$hat it has varied widely from year to year (1942-43 .. lG4.1,o

937-8 .. 11.94) The following chart (Fig. 8) was prepared from

?heir figures and brought up to date by the writer. The February 1948

ensus figures were used along Ath removal records Lept by Mr. Laurence

umburn, custodian, who kindly consented to let me use the.
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'4C 0?Q d U Fiit itudt

Many authorities have studied deer browse from the standpoint

Of food preferences and nutritional requirements. a few have

opproaohed a study of deer food habits with a view toward management

If the envtironmn t to improve the carrying oa paci ty. Since the en-

Fironment of the George deserve is to undergo only natural euooeseional

0hanges. management measures are all directed toward control of the

e rd. 3ontrol of the herd, in turn, is based upon the carrying oapac ity

Of this onolosure. carrying capacity is dependent upon the rind and

Nounts of vegetation available for the deer to eat so the silvioultural

Iffeots of browsing auut be olearly understood.

. Relating Directly to Der and Their Food Habits:

Maynard (et al, 1936) in their flew York studies, listed various

browse speoies by relative preference as "beat liked," "readily eaten"

Or "poorly eaten". Bialas, although readily eaten, was proven worthless

is a winter food. The terns "palatable" and "unpalatable" were used to

tistinguish between the types of browse utilized by Ziohigan deer, by

Davenport (1944) Bard maple, although very palatable to deer, proved to

4e an inadequate diet. One factor was brought out early in their

Pxperiments, that their estimates of available brawn, and onsequently

prrying capacity, had been low in almost every instance; therefore,

etimated populations based on browsed uonditions are probably low also.

11, zelating to Vegetation:

"The fruit crops (acorns, beeohnuts) of southern Vermont are

favored fall feeding grounds" (Foote 1946). tie also notes that hardwood

*prout growth is much used by deer after a fire or after cutting operations.
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Leopold (1943) states that deer irruptions on the Laibab caused los

Of a large part of the deer food without any gain in deer. Cook and

amilton (1942) reported that oentral New Yort deer sampled almost

fvery species of tree and shrub. Hosley and Aiebarth (1935) noted

Ihat north central Maseauhusetts deer browsed at least 62 different

*lant species in winter. They found that red maple was the most ia-

#ortant browse species and that the extent of browsing on hardwoods

jpparently was proportional to the abundanoe of these species in the

stand where the feeding was done. "Overbrowsing may deter natural

ucoession and favor growth of inferior species."

Bartlett (1938) says that since deer in southern iiichigan are

lot forced to yard in winter, carrying capacity of the land is increased.

he larger variety of deoiduous plants and production of more food

kmnually also helps alleviate browse damage. Repeated browsing. deoreases

le annual production of food until the tree dies, or matures and

hatural self pruning also may kill som loer branches of trees which.

id been in reach of the deer.

The recent publication of the "isoonsin Conservation ieprtment,

distory of ilsoonain iyeer" (cwift 1946) describes the damage to

kee plantations and natural reproduction. "iamage to tree plantations

more noticeable and far easier to determine than damage to the

*tural growth of the forest, but the latter might prove the greater

'e 3." Some foresters worsing in areas of high populations, consider

Oer damage as serious or even more so than fire daage. Ahere the

4age is light, enough trees may grow out of reseo to result in a

tisfaotory stand. Seedlings and young trees may pull through if

*t browsed too often or too heavily, although they will be retarded and

#formed.
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ironts and lepper (1931) found that practically every woody

Plant, both native and introduced, is at present browsed by deer to

a greater or lesser degree. They have pointed out sections where

tural forest reproduction has been set baos scores of years, solely

y overbrowsing. Perhaps the most complete study on the silvioultural

*ffoots of browsing that came to my attettion was by Pearce (1937)
in adirondaot forest types. do oonoluded that "deer may enable red

pruoe to assume dainarnoe by selective browsing on its competitors.

In old growth stands the cimposition of the undurstory is changed due

jQ browsing of certain species in the undergrowth. This influence

Is cumulative."

In North arolina, Lohilling (1936) reported that general food

treferencoe were sprout growth of trees and shrubs, seedlitg growth

f trees and shrubs, and weeds and grasses, In over-populated sections

ieither blacz nor white oai becomes established readily because the

foorne are "especially delectable". Older specimens (4 or 6') will

withstand moderate use. Sassafras is far too palatable to exist long

n the browse level. -Jogwood, which is very palatable, is hold baoc

o the sprouting stage under heavy use. Uhen tender shoots become

ignified, the deer food on loss palatable and .aore abundant species.



II. :Adiki t d

jleotion of areas:

The dominant upland hardwoods, wAhite and blaoi oaks, and shagbark

lozory, oomprise about 904 of the entire forested area of the reserve,

my factors affecting the reproduction of tzeese three species will exert

* major influence on the future forest types. eproduction is gaining

foothold in fields retired from cultivation so study plots were

eleoted in the woods and along old field borders.

There is a soaroity of inforaation in thu literature pertaining

Oo methods of gauging browns daaage, so existing teohniques were

Atilised and modified to meet the needs of this utudy.
Jince an attempt was being made to isolate deer dlamae as the

Major biotic factor, a comparison was sought between adjacent browsed

Ond unbrowsed woodlots, and between the reproduction ouming in on old

colds retired from use 20 years or more, outside and in. In order to

educe the problem to a simple oomparitive study, it was necessary to

Qiminate as many variables affecting growth as poassible. Soils,

jisture conditions, slopes, exposures, past and present use (oultiva-

ion, grazing, cutting, fire) olimate, species oaposition, dernsit; of

tand (orown cover, basal area), and wildlife species and numbers were

the variables that oauld be eliainated from consideration b; the careful

eleotion of the study plots. Slopes and exposures sere compared by

timate, and climate may be assumed to have an equal effect on plots

ituated less than a mile apart and often within 10' of each other.

et and presont uso, discussed previously, were similar enough to

rrant comparison on an equal basis. There were local variations

I abundance of cortain tree species but tho overall species composition
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was the same for all woodlots. The final ojnsideration, density of

crown cover, was determined by ocular estimate; when the sample plots

had approximately equal crown cover, light would not be a variable in

the establishment and growth of reproduction.

The necessity for careful selection of the pairs of plots in the

Wooded areas indicated that 1/10 and 1/4 acre quadrate were the most

suitable. 4ilaore plots (6.6' x 6.6') were chosen for saapling the

reproduction along field borders where a 100> saAple was impossible and

*zpratical. The plots were made aloug a line one-half a )unter'e

*nain (3$' ) in from the wooded field borders and one chain (66') apart

long the transect. The end of the ohain was chosen as the center of

the plot and two stias (6.6' long) were used to define the quadrat

*oundaries, L11 woody vegetation was counted, identified as to species,

*oighta measured, and ages computed on a 1'oa sample basis. thite oak

eproduction occurred so infrequently in the plots that all specimens

100A*) were aged.

along the north fence of the deserve it is possible to select

djaoent browsed and unbrowoed wooded plots for the fence outs right

through woodlote that were formerly 4ontinuous. (See air photo). Else-

here roads or fields separate the wooded areas and mate the elimina-

ion of variables more difficult.

Two 1/4 acre circular plots (radius 66.68') were set up in the

.. woods U6ta. 1 and 2), one on each side of the fence, andwere

leoted prim rily on the basis of eimilarity of crown cover. Lac4

suitable date on reproduction in five subplots at .4tatiqn 1 oaused

to select stations b and 6 in more open areas in the L.. woods.

re again crown cover was the primary consideration and 1/10 acre

Lts were made.
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a third pair of plots (Sta. 3 and 4) wore set upon the west

dge of the L. z. woods in clearings and represented mainly invasion

f old fields, consisting chiefly of blaoc oat and juniper reproduo-

$ion. The last comparison of adjacent plots was wade along the south

(ence near the gate. (St. 9 and 10). tourteen ailaore plots, a

hain apart, were laid off along a line, one-half chain away from the

fence. again shade was not a factor and all growth represented re-

froduation that he started since 1928, inide, and 1936, outside the

fence, Prior to 1936, the outside field had been used as an alfalfa

day field and the custodian's horses wore pastured there until 1947,

hen it became evident that the larger plots (Stu* 1-6) were

fielding insufficient data for a statistioal comparieon, 4r. 3. A.

trahem suggested the use of line plots in many areas both on the

eserve and on the Reserve annex across the road, and in the ad joining

fresh air camp woods. 4ain and Penfound (1938) have noted that "although

niformity in sapling method is desirable when comparisons are to be

pade, it is probably good t.1saorifice rigid uniformity of all samples

for the sate of assuring the adequacy of each sample, hence the

woasional use of different sizes as the stand requires,"

South of the 2assandra is an irregularly shaped field (about 36

ores) whose perimeter is 80 chains long. It is bounded on three

ides by woods and on the fourth by an old fence boundary of ature

s and hiotories, ieproduotion is establishing itself along all

rgins so a transeoct was run in the manner previously desoribed for

laore plots. all woody vegetation was recorded as to species, height,

her and age (10p sample).

To get data that might be compared to that above, it was ne essary
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to & over to the Reserve &amnez on the mouth side of Patterson Rtoad,

across from the southwest end of the Reserve,, £hi s land. iprhased

in 1928. has remained idle as long as the fenced in eerv, and

represents onditions as nearly .like as can be found in this area.

The soils, surveyed by the Soil Conservation Service at Howell, were

the sane as the sandy loaa.s found on the wooded parts of 'the £eserve.

Milacre plots in the annzer descr ibed above were laid out along the
east, wet, and south edges of the field near the Red Bern, on the

old Doyle property. Observution and age smples were also mde in

the Yresh air camp woods along the south shore of 3aylees as, and

in the old Gardner property across the road from the southeast fence.

-U plots were taken,

several factors influenced the techniques used and brief meotion

14ay be :mde here, The study was carried on for only one semester and

tie ld work and observations are thus limited. ?ac ing Instead of a

tape was used to measure distances eince all field work was carried

on by one person and it was obviously imractical to do it any other

*aye The success of a study involving ages of seedlings and saplings

will depend to eome extent upon the number of records, Zinne the
tolicy of the Reserve governing board is to leavo the area virtually

butd is turbed, and some of the plots were touaited on private property,

It wias deemed advisable to mu~~e only the barest minimum of cuttings.

Heights were measured up to 10' with a steel ruler, and wth

au Abne y level over 10'o.m£)aze trs over 2" were obtained by using
a diameter tape. n oculair estimate of average crown diameters was

ol~de and checked fre 4uamtlyt by paaing.
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Large trees were aged by using an inoremant borer, a foot from

the ground and always on the same side of the tree (north) for

Uniformity. Seedlings ant saplings were aged by ring counts. As

4l specimens were out off at the ground level, no factor was added

to the ring count for age to that point. any error thus intr oduoed

Would be the sase for all plot. and wouldn't affect the trend of the

height curves. a sharp tnife to smooth the out surfaces, and a hand

lens (9 or lOx) made it possible to age the specimenas in the field.

oistaning the out surface with water or erosene usually made the

structural features more prominent. Some difficulties are encountered

in counting growth rings e some species have nearly indiscernible

rings, other may form false or extra rings, or rings may be missing

et some point on the stamp, ith suppressed or slow growing trees,.

it is easy to overlook the less conspicuous layers.

Beotwith (1942) noted that the age of woody shrubs and seedlings

Can be determined by oounting groups of winter bud soars, or branch

Scar. With sumao, the age of the parent plant was found to be

'Ocurately computed by counting the number of dead branches, or their

remaining scars, beginning at the base of the shrub and progressing to

the end of one of the branches. a stub is left for every year's growth.

Staghorn sumacs up to 16 years old were measured in this manner and

fOaund to oo with ring counts made in the usual way.

Identificttion was made by reference to winter buds, bark, and

Wood charaoteristios. A cheot with older trees nearby often helped

Verify identification, Texts used were Sargent, billington, Muensoher,

trd Harlow.
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PLOT ONE

S. R. Woods, George Reserve
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SAMPLE PLOT DATA

P~LOT NO. SHE mm AT BEVR.

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION.:W. 3a &
near nort~ f sar
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SAMPLE PLOT DATA

PLOT NO. , SHE am DATE OBSERVER,

I-OCATION AND DESCRIPTION

,,

N,

s,.

R''

I

NOTE,: LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8" TOP DIAMETER.
CROWN CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. -EXCELLENT, 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR, 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN, FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR, LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL, 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING, 5-DEAD

DBH No. TOTAL CROWNREAKNo. SPECIES 0.1" LOGS HEIGHT LNTH WDHREODMCASARKS______________
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SAMPLE PLOT DATA

'LOT NO. _ SEETDATE.

,OCAT I ON A D hESCR IPTIO4N

OBSERVER ___________________

NOTE: LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8"T TOP DIAMETER.
CROWN CONITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT, 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR. 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN. FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR, LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL. 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING, 5-DEAD

SE1E5 DBHi No. TOTAL CROWNREAK

No. SPCIS 01' LOS HIGT ENGTH WIDTH COND. CLASSREAK
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PLOT TWO

The N, ]B. Woods, outside of Reserve
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SAMPLE PLOT DATA

PLOT No. _______SHEET ~ DATE. - OBSERVER________________

LOAINAND DESCRIPTION a noor -.1u ,a 'it ph be
r- in .i. wuodla t
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P

k
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LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8'* TOP DIAMETER.
CROWN CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT. 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR, 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN, FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR, LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL, 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING, 5-DEAD

NO, DBH No, TOTAL CROWN____ REMARKSSPECIES 0.1" LOGS HEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH COND. CLASS _______________
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SAMPLE PLOT DATA

OLOT NO... tg SHEET...4 ..,.DATE ________OBSERVER.

k. CATION AND DESCRIPTION

NOTE: LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 81" TOP DIAMETER.
CROWN CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT, 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWNAND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR, 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN, FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR, LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL. 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING. 5-DEAD

DBH No. TOTAL CROWN
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3tlons 6 and -6. H . wood s

Heavier ou tting operations in the past have opened up the I.

Woods on both sides of the fence,* oonsiderably naor* than was the oae

With Jtatioa I and 2f

Only 11 trees with a D.B.H. grea ter than219 wore re corded but
Several large trees along the east and south edge of the quadrat oast

e0nslderablo shade, Plot 6 had 32 trees over 2" 1)4B.A. and on the

%I.e rooe ive se light than Plot b,

Wlt. oak

af5seaf as

XLow juniper

14hrry
Qtay dogwoodl
itoh Hazel

Inside

99

1

0

46

0

0

161

OWN

E

NINA"

Gutelsde

b4

41

0

12

2

0

160

Inalide
mature

6

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

OtsaI. do

6

1

0

9

0

0

SE

mw

wo

.u"m

Despite the preence of a greeter number of mature trees (328-11).

~the plot outside the fends had as equal number of stems of reproduc-

tUor (160161). a greater variety of ispecies (94w)9 and there appear

%o be significant differences In the numbers of the more desirable
1Pese. Th.e ppsaront advYantage in favor of black oar reproductions



SAMPLE PLOT DATA

PLOT No. SHET
n aT r

AmeroVCD

I DATE UUjtKJt
4b A sq bv i worl"r" olm

A** Now wuuQ au ECUrvuTM, .~u sU~UL

NOTE: LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8" TOP DIAMETER.
CROWD.i CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT, 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR. 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN. FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR, LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL. 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING. 5-DEAD

S NO. TOTAL CROWNREAK
No. SPECIES 20. LOGS HEIGHT ENT WIDTH COND. CLASSRMAK

$6 *( 0Ok 4" ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

48 1. o ~2 ___,___

b Red oak Ib 40 ___

b9 flitox 14 60,___ 
____________

64 3 ___ ib I __

79 ea t frs4 96____ ___14. __ __

____ ___ ___ 4 __2b __ __ 14 __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

102 lft 04 . 8 __©U__b_ 60____s

1 herry __ ____ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

7 7

H Wh. oak I 16 forsarold

10 Chrry _ _4__ __ _ __ _ _ __W_ _ _ _

12 .81. __ 8ja~ 1

14 131. o e ewe_ _ __ __ _ __ _ _

1b s~herry 8Is as Il_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

186it1__ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

17 _ _ _ _ _ __k_ _ _ _

186_ _ _ _ _ _ _"____

19 a1. Oak _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

FORM 6792



SAMPLE PLOT DATA

, PLOT No.4XSH EELT-, ... DATE OBSERVER.

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

NOTE: LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8 " TOP DIAMETER.
CROWN CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT, 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR. 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN, FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR, LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL. 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING, 5-DEAD

SNo. TOTAL CROWN____
-OWNo. SPECIES LOGS HEIGHT LNT IT OD LS REMARKS

22 3__ C______________

24 Hiokori __.

97 liohsry _

28 81 68tas A

31 O99 1 _ _ _ _ _

529"4 a_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

37 l Oak __

41 9

4b "___ 4 9

4 1 4 7_ 
_it4 

9_ 

_ _ _ 
JP'

4 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ ' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

44 1. out _ o_ __ _ __ _ _

b er4rs__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

FO 6 792 '_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _



SAMPLE PLOT DATA

PLOT NO. kT SHEET__________ DATE OBSERVER________________

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

NOTE. LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8" TOP DIAMETER.
CROWN CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT, 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR, 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN, FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR, LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL. 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING, 5-DEAD
___ _____ ____ Reproductioni (caot') _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

nl No. TOTAL CROWN ____ EAK
NO. SPECIES ~ LOGS HEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH COND. CLASS _________________

b6 Cherry ___1 VI_________ ____

8T67 l ±Q __ t___a_______ lb yars old
$ Cherry __ __ ____ __

61 au_______

65 Chrry _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

6b~ juni po __ ____e_ U ars
6v Isl. Q 6 "___ __

70 H U io o _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ t

71 X91. oak __ _ _ _q___ 7 Y i

74 Cherry _ _ __ S __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

76A *ioak__ __

76 ____"K .__ 6 ___

78 Cherry 3

80 8uaara o___ _______ _

185 Cherr 3Sses __1_

4 e BIoak _

6 "___ __ __ d ___£ ears oldi
e6 "___ 2 "

1*9 Cherry 4a_ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

90 " 8 " S

92 X31 t__ __I "v 1 ii

S91 dumpsk 4 6 " -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

FORM 6792



SAMPLE PLOT DATA

PLOT NO.____HEE__1_u__DATOBSERVER,

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

NOTE: LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8 " TOP DIAMETER.
CROWN CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT, 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR, 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN, FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR, LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL, 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING, 5-DEAD

le rckuti.r ontn "__________

Q No. TOTAL GROWN
No. SPECIES UTiW LOGS HEIGHT LNT IT OD LS REMARKS

94 X 1. Out b a ems A. _y__e1~ ars JA4
9b Cherry _____ __

997 Ju4I± 6 (low 3uni )

1010 _ _ 3" _ __

FORM 6792



(99-64) inside is minimised by consulting the age and height curres

(Fig 13)0 The blok oak reproinotion outside the fence is larger,

not deformed, and generally younger.

Stations S and 4, loosted along the north fenc, in an old field

were little influenced by shade. Many factors favoring renroduotion

in Station S were noticed but here again the differenoes in height

growth and form were apparent. There is unusually heavy deer pressure

in this plot (3), due to topographic features - steep slopes and

marshes influence their travel lanes along the fence through this

study area. Only three specaies were found inside tne fence, mainly

black oak with a few low junipers and hiokories. avery specimen was

browsed heavily and ring counts indicate mared suppression. Outside

in the open field much low juniper and black oak reproduction is

coming in. The luxuriant spread of the juniper attests to land misuse

in the past but it also shows that it has never been browsed. The

black o" seedlings and saplings are all straight,well- foaed specimens

and conform to the no nal growth curves for that species.

The dat4 obtained in the milaore plots in Stations 7 and 6 was

used in preparing the growth curves for the various species, and

Station 11 outside the Asserve yielded omparable data for unbrowsed

areas. For convenienoe in coparing milacre data Stations 7 and 8

were added together (92 plots) and the plots in Station 11 were

multiplied by a factor to raise them to 92. It is easily seen that

many errors can be introduced in this manner but no conclusions will

be attempted, merely an objective comparison as to relative numbers

and species oomposition.



SAMPLE PLOT DATA

PLOT No. SIX SHEET (Ma DATE MUiy 1948, OBSERVER L. Peagelly
LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION Morth of Hasa ndra in 107 MOlear'8 a Y00 t.

adtlaoerit to e Gorgo Reserve nort~h fenvo

NOTE: LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8" TOP DIAMETER.
CROWN CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT. 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR. 3-THIN CROWN. SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN: FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR. LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL. 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING, 5-DEAD

WH No. TOTAL _ ___ CROWN_ ______REAK
NO. SPECIES 4L~u LOGS HEIGHT LENGTH WIDTH COND. C LASS REMARKS_____________

2. 8R*Essf >a 20 201___ 12' __

5~ Hioikory 2 ___ 30 ____ _ __ _________

! Yd.oak 10 40 _ __ 20 __ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

21 A1.oak 3 11 _ __ 9 __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

31 HIokory 3 16 __ 10___ ___________

Uq _ _n _ _ 1$ _ _ 10 _ __ _ _ _ _

'U 4. a(n ____ ___ ___ ;- -_ __ _ _ __ _ _

49 Hickoriy _ A __

64 Oherry 3 ____ 16 __ __ __________

Wf k%.o0ak 14 60 ___ 2b__ ______ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Rod m~A ape4 _ 30 __ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

69 1l ax~4 6 __ 0b lu _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_______ 3 36__ __ _ _ 16 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

65 Red m a 2 ___ 10__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

64 Id a" e4 _ _ 216 __ 12 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

" 2 20 __ _ Si_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

13 "' 3 g ~ 2_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

76 "' a 24 __ _ 1_ _ _ __2_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

81 Chirry 3 20_ 9 __ __ __________

02 N' 4 2b _ __ lei_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

.4 of 2 ___ 20 13__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

86 J31 boak 2 2_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

88 Bioko 2 i__ 181l_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

93 d~ ~ 4 _ _ 3b 16 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

94 MLokole 2 _ 20__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

96 Hico 3 20__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

100 esaf 3 20 10 ___________

109 Ottery 3S 16_ l _ ____________

S112 "' 3 __ _ 30 16 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

117 Rod Dp 3 1#3 13 __ __ _ _ __ _ __ _

FORM 6792



SAMPLE PLOT DATA

PLOT No.________ SHEET o DATE ________OBSERVER...

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

NOTE: LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8"~ TOP DIAMETER.

CROWN CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT. 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR, 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN. FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR. LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL. 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING, 5-DEAD

_______ 4!p oduo t 1on~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

DSH No. TOTAL CROWN ____

NO. SP~lE ~ L~% HIGT ENGTH WIDTH COND. CLASSREA S

oi~ dead&_____ 1 _______ 14 years old

3assafras ___b __14 ye~re old

9 1ft o y 28 stem 1 ___ _____ ___ ____ ________

.. ~B~~__ __6 ____ _9 years old

13_ "___ 42 C

16 4 __ a

17 2 ___ IT" (rabbit

A.I 13.Oak ___ 6C ___ 10 " AP

19 ___ ___ ___ 3_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Po'4r _ _12_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

26 "_ _ _ b' "4 _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

,30 _ _ 4 _ _ _ _

34 9iokor ______

38 X31.o"k 6 _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

S4 a____t .re old (r b b it

401 .d sa 1
roolm 9792

8 ISM 1

be I i - LL . ___I____I____1_______1____1_



SAMPLE PLOT DATA

PLOT NO.. i2 .. ,~.SHEET DATE 013c

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

SERVER

I

NOTE: LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8"1 TOP DIAMETER.

CROWN CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT, 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR, 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN. FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR, LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL, 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING. 5-DEAD
___ __ iprodutin (~ouid)

DAB CVO. TOTAL CROWN__ __

NO. SPECIES 4AF' LOGS HEIGHT LNT IT OD LS REMARKS

4w. b$1.osk 1.91years old

46 lBOak 3.

w- x

bV 3asafr ms2tezas 2___

2 46

66 51.Oak __b_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

71 As 4 " 6__ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

74: bl s" _ ________ __I

7 $I Qt 2 _ _"_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

b __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

FORM 6792



SAMPLE PLOT DATA

PLOT NO......d4X,.....SHEET...21Q3......DATE OBSERVER________________

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

NOTE: LOGS RECORDED IN LOGS AND HALF LOGS TO 8"~ TOP DIAMETER.

CROWN CONDITION CLASSES RECORDED BY NUMBER. 1-EXCELLENT. 2-FEW DEAD TWIGS SCATTERED THROUGH

CROWN AND FOLIAGE SLIGHTLY OFF COLOR, 3-THIN CROWN, SOME DEAD BRANCHES IN CROWN, FOLIAGE

OFF COLOR, LEAVES SMALLER THAN NORMAL, 4-DEFINITELY DECADENT OR DYING, 5-DEAD

No PCE PDBH No. TOTAL CROWN
NO P~E ~ TttOGS HEI1GHT LENGTH WIDTH COND. CLASS REMARKS

91 Hickory __ __

95 PtQK._____10 _____

96 Hietosry __ __8 ____

9A Hiokorr ____ 1 _____ __________

104 Cherry __ __ _ __ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

l0b flolcory 10 __

106 k. oak ~atoams j,.60

1119B1.ak __0 3

1.15 $1/oak b " I___________
114 Cherry __ ________________

3.16 6 _ _ _ ___o____ __d

flj0ikoy8 __ __ ________

FORM 6792



The Stations (9 and 10) along the south fence near the gate

provided little data but significant differenoes. The only re-

produotion enountered inside the fence were four badly defomwasd

hiocories. Sinoe the hill slopes down into the iteserve, it was

not unexpected that there were no seedlings gaining a foothold

outside the fence. Twelve foot oherry trees, ten foot red oedar,

and an abundance of aisoellaneous rep roduation has cove red the

field since it was taken out of oultivation 12 years ago. The bare

slope inside the fence contrasts sharply with the variety and iota

of new growth on the outside that has been subjected to livestock

grazing and i eight years younger than the Reserve (3sta. 9).

Station 7 & 8 Station 11 (outside)
(92 plots___

White oak1 6

Hlokory 304 4

Smooth s ec 76 18

Staghorn sumao 0 42

Red cedar a 0

Cherry - 10 18

apen 7 0

ila 0 6

bed dogwood 0 102 stone

hpple 0 18

butternut 0 6

1

-6-



Station 9 ftation 10 (outside)

(12 plots)

Elm 0 7

Hickory 4 Q

Smooth eUo0 20

Cherry 0b

DISCUS SLOB:

"The young tree tends to develop preo ise ly like compound

interest. When it has plenty of light, water, and nutrients, the

limiting factor is its own inability to use them, Every nw leaf
and shoot proceede to serve as capital to produce more leaves and

shoots... a form of geometrical progression." (Balar)

A typical height growth curve under optimum conditions ocaists

of a conoave curve at the lover end where growth is just beginning.

Inadequate leafage is the limiting factor and may be brief in

intolerant trees or long with tole rant apecies , ormally the onfrle
then becomes almost a straight line as the leaf area increases and

efficiently utilizes all of the growth factors available. Later the

upward trend ceases, primarily as an expression of the difficulty of

supplying wter to the topmost twigs. This curve may be depressed

at any point by a change in available growth factors, or change iu

conditions of growth. The problea of deer browsing may be seen to

affect height growth b. reducing the leaf area, removing terminal



leaders, and foroing the seedling to use all available nutrients

to replace lost parts. If the tree can grow beyond the reach of

the deer, little damage will result from oooasional browsing on the

lower branches since few large trees utilise all their leafage with

100 efficiency. The meokanical damage to seedlings and saplings

by trampling, and rubbing of antlers has not been considered in

this study but may destroy a measurable portion of reproduction if

the herd reaches large proportions once more. also the large amounts

of acorns and other fruits eaten by deer represents a loss of con-

siderable potential reproduction.

The average growth ourves (Fig. 11-lb) are based on data

accumulated from all the plots rather than separate aarves based

on individual plots. Heights were taten to the nearest foot and

plotted against age which was tarcen in five year intervals for

convenience in handling. The figures in parentheses indicate the

number of samples taken and are included to show the amount of

weighting necessary in drawing a ourve to represent average growth

for the species. in analysis of the individual speoies growth

ourve can be attempted if the data is adequate and in some cases

further material would have been desirable. (Mention will be made

in the individual analysis for the species.)



9,

8'

7'

6'

(2)

(1)

utside

AVERAGE GRIOWTH CUJR

SHAGBARK HICKORY (Car

VES FOR

rya ovata)

51

(3)

HEIGHT
0

(4)

4,

FEET

3,

2'

1'

0

(1)

(2)
Inside

/01)( 
3

5 10 15 20

AGE IN~ YEARS

FIG. 11



31As ' X IoDri:

The growth curves for shagbark hiokory (Fig 11) were based on

56 specimens, 40 inside and lb outside the 4eserve. all of the

spsoimans enoountered inside were aged because they were often badly

deformed and all snowed evidence of at least slight damage so that

age was impossible to estimate. A great abundance of hickory re-

pro dkootion was found outside the Re se rve but since they were straight

and undamaged, a s aller sample of cuttings was made so as not to

destroy potential sound trees, it may be safely assumed that

additional outtings of these even-height saplings would yield similar

growth data.

Since hiokory is slow growing and tolergnt as a seedling, no

great differences in height will be noticeable in the early ages.

It reproduces by seed every two or three years but great quantities

of seed are destroyed by rodents, and deer eat the tiny seedlings

"as fast as they appear". The snow cover in winter and thic. humus

layer in spring probably conceals many seedlings that are overlooked

except under intensivo investigation. 4ore samples of the 0-b year

seedlings from both sides of the fence would have given a better

picture of early growth. From five years on, tha hickory outside

the Reserve grew more rapidly, as is typical with intolerant trees,

probably reaching its maximum growth early in life and then slowly

decreasing in annual growth. The same species on the «eserve under

similar conditions, except for the mechanical damage of browsing,

grows vetry slowly up to two feet and 20-Zb years of age. So aaplings

under 16' ere encountered; the middle height class seems to have

been eliminated, espeoially in the areas under consideration. Many



9'

8'

7'

6'

HEIGHT b'

INI

FEET

AVE~RAGE GROWTH CURVES FOii

WHITE OAsK ( Quercus alba )

(8) O 11

Outs ide

4'

3'

2'

1'

0

(2)

JIa ide

)

(2)

5 10 45

AGE I YEARS

FIG. 12



dead speoimens wre noted and were usually those badly deformed.

light or moderately browsed speoiaens seem tU resist browsing

fairly well as they o ontinue to live, although almos t all growth

is lateral,

ikory planted at Saginaw Forest reached 2,6' after 10 7ear

of growth as comered to 3' outside and 1' inside the .serve,

iBI TS OX:

Very little white oak reproduction occurred in the plots on

the Ae e svo so every specoimen was aged (1O). Maot enough samples

were obtained for a statloticoafly accurate growth curve but the

plotted curves are fairly significant. browned specimens did not

seem to resis-t damage very well. Lateral branching, while pronounced,

was less than in the other hardwood species and every saple showed

stem rot, Indioating a short existence even for the reproduction twat

has gained a foothold (ig* 12).
The trend of the turves is similar which may seem inompatible

with a statement that white oak does not resist browsing damage,

Additional data may alter the trend of the curves and an extension

beyond 2b years may show a disappearanoe of white oak inside.

Records of white oak grown from seed in deep fresh play loam at

Saginaw Forest shows saplings to be 8,3' tall at 18 years of age.

By interpolation from the growth ouves on Fig. 12, white oak outside

the Reserve would be about 6i'1 tall and those on the inside would be

3' tall. At lb years of age... (1) Saginaw 6,2' (2) Outside 6'

(3) Inside 2-1/4'.

Whiite oak. is a prolific seeder with fruit maturing In~ one season.

casionally they may skip seasons and since the seeds geminate in

PAr%-SAW"W
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8'

7'

6'

HEI GHT 5'

INI

FEET

Outside
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2'
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0
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iVERAGE GROWTH CURVES FOR
BLACKi OAK (Querous velutina)
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10 15 2U 2
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the fall, a groat amount of loss duie to freezing is expeted. The

seedlings are not fast growers,, are of interadiato tolerance, and
grow more tolerant with age. again rodents destroy great quantities

of the seeds and the deer make the acorns provide the bulk of their

diet during the fall months, Loss of leaf area due to removal of

both twigs and new leaves, tends to depress the curve of seedling

growth (Fig 12),.

BLACK 04

Over one hundred specimens of black oaf saplings and seedlings

were ring oounted, masured, and plotted to give the re sult ing avorage

growth curves (Fig 13). :lore smeoimena were taken than was the vase

with the other study epeoies beoaue of the great abundance of this

oak.

Black oak is a porsie tent sprouter but good seed gsars are

infrequent and often no aco rnsa are born for several years. Thre seaas

to be a di ffe renoe of opinilont as to whe tne r deer pass up the black

oax fruit beoauso it is bitter (Dixon 1934) or that they pas little

attention to what we oll bitterness in their dhoice of food (van

iorsal 1940). The George 4serre deer do browse 'the woody growth

of the black oaks and the growth ourves (Fig 13) seem to indicate
that while the height growth is suppresed, it does follow the samce

general trend as for undamaged saplings, and will eventually "escape"

the deer. Unfortnately no growth figures for black oak are available

at Saginaw Forest for coprison, iBrowsing deforms black oJLby

promoting lateral growth but unless it is unutally severe, butt rot

o'31



and dead specimens are not oomon.

Beckwith (1942) found that '"red and black oats wore established

in old fields 3-6 years after the date of last cultivation." They

are intolerant as a tree, not a climax type, and slower growing than

red oak. They can stand dense shade as seedlings which probably

ace oanto for their abundance in the 'ak-hiokory tpeas in this area.

Many of the specimens aged on the eserve showed wider growth rings

for the past 3-4 years which say be interpreted as release from

overbrowsing ooinoident with the cutting baok of the herd starting

in 1940-41.

I13DI TOZ 3PEliEX:

In addition to the three hardwoods previously studied, it was

felt advisable to investigate several other spscies that are not as

abundant but preferred by deer at one season or another. Dot all

species could be studied adequately for statistioal purposes but

observations and samples were made to test the feasibility of

selecting an ind ioator speies. 3ino hardwoods grow so slowly and

damage is often too great when it becomes apparent, gae managers

have found it advisable to find a spec ies that grows quietly and

shows damage very soon after it begins. The value of such aowledge

is evident for then control measures can be taten before irruptions

take plaoe with subsequent depletion of the range.

Pearoe (1937) found that witch-hobble(Vburnu alnifolin ) was

'a key species, an indiator plant that will reflect by its own state

the general intensity of browsing on an area. An ideal key speoies

should have the following qualifications: 1) oomon to all parts of

-32-



the feeding ground; 2) availability when needed by deer; 3) oapable

of reflecting various degrees of browsing by its reaotion to damage;

41 stability as a food, Used habitually until the supply is exhausted,

not a tid-bit. 6) Ability to survive though& heavily browed."

Perhaps an intensive growth study of fast growing, widespread

shrubs and an investigation of the pneferenaes and requiremtents of

doer in this region will yield a similar key speies for use in the

management of the George Reoserve deer hrd. Key species may have to
be selenoted for all four seasons of the year.

A partial list was suggested by Ljr*iF.lB Haaetroa, bated on

his observations of changes that have o aor re d on the area s inee he

has lived there (l1941). Smooth sum*, red cedar, buoxthorn, red

osier dogwood, gray dogwood, sassafras, t~mraok, ela, poplar, red

maple, witch hazel, yellow birch, and hazelnut were suggested by him

as possibilities for further study, The difficulti in sa eig accurate

eomarisorw with speaimens obtained outside the sample plots prevented

the saumiulation of any amount of data but samples were taken as they

were encountered during the study,

Aotual observationsa of deer' feeding on various browse species

were made but were too few and of too short duration to be included

as evidence of prefer e or seasonal aged, The observations did

serve to substantiate statements as to their general habits of
browsing and factors influencing them,
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This shrub, although I0 88oom=oa in A4ohigan than staghorn

sumac, was the oaly one encountered on the Reserve, Original survey

notes refer to staghorn summe a the present A eserve, but ay be an

error in iden ti fication. ir~e patches of smooth suamo ac cr near

the airport, along the east fence, a ling Yiahhook Larsh and elsewhere

throughout the c leare d slopes,

The miethod of aging, previously dacribed was employed, with

ocoasional ring counts to insaure accuracy, (Geerally spearing, the

sumac found growing outside the 1' ese rve grows about one foot per Year
to a maximum height of 12-14,, Then it dies and in some areas is

being replaced by more tolerant gral dogwood, Umzples wre taken

on the George Reserve Aflnex, the old :4izabeth vardner property

across from the east feame (now owned by the University) anid between

the east road and the fence. Il s the fence the deer browse back

each year's new growth so that oocuapritively little gain in height

is made, dome ateoms esoape, probably due to the law of average, and

others in Inaccessible places were observed to be growing at a fairly

normal rate.e

Mn expended age scale was used in computing the avorage growth

curve for smooth sumac because of its quiak growth anid short life*

It In readily seen that the deer seesi it out as soon ats It breaks

the surfage of the ground.

Junipeor, because of its persistent foliage, and close grown

syzauetrioal form is very quLick to show browse di .e, In some
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instances the dleer have atripped off all foliage to a height

of 6' and left a I or 2' plume at the top. &. few saplings were

broken but, despite the heavy and repeated browsing, only the

sm~aller seedlings were dying as a result of the pressure. Aost

of the red cedar is found on old fields and In the more open

w)odlote for they are very intolerant, Inside the fence they

are a sorry eight -twhole patches of reproduction, riutably along

the south fence,, are browsed almost to the point of extinction.

F~ew specimens have escaped br eing to some degree no matter how

wri'esproud they are, w~ring the winter all trails led to thew.

a doe was observed feeding late orne afternoon in Jlanuiary along

the east fence.* Despite zero tempexrature anid a strong wind, she
browsed leisurely, apending two or three minutes at each red aedar

and low juniper (Jocxmunis ya depressa) , and gradually worked

her may along the side of the hill. In fifteen minutes she did

not browse anything but juniper despite the presence of sumac

and black oak seedlings.

Suest of the Aseserve on ytate-owned lasid rare thouasandsi of

red cedars of all si see covering abandoned agricultural land,

Their perfectly symmetrical form indicates that they have

grown free from browsing by sheep or deer andi the growth figures

obtained seemed to gubs tatiate this. ho trees 1&rger than

four feet were out due to the difficulty in cutting a smooth
surface for aging with the available equipment, The samples

made showed even, wide growth rings in wortrast to the oozpreese4d

and oontorted -rings noted inside.

dw3bmw



Many large specimens of low juiper were heavily browsed

and were dead or dying. So ages were taken or comparisons made
although abundant samples for omperiaon are available north

of the fence near sitat ion4,

Only one clump of: red osier dogwood wa found on the

e serv e - along the fire trail near the swamp in the southeast

oornc r, (Y ig. 37). Door find it very palatable which probably

accounts in part for i to s aroity Inside the boundaries, ' mother

factor tending to prevent it from ever becoming abundant is its

habit of reproducing by sending out shoots, and this prooess

is very slow, especially early in its life. The samples taken

inside averaged b years of age and vere 3' tall, Samples taen

on the reserve Annex and in "roy Ao-lea's woodlo t (east boundary)

were 5' tall at an averaige age of 3 years,

Witcnh heel is found bo th in and out of the Aeserve and

may ind ioate several things. It #ppears to be more abundant

in than out, The few samples aged showed nothing significant

and no browse damage was ever noted, in thke ite r, deer tracks

were seldom, if ever, found near witori hazel, apparently doer

do not find it palatable anid are not forced bit atarvation to

eat it. It is "poorly eaten" in lNew York (:-aynard et al 193b).o

Is It more abundant inside or does lack of other reproductiorn

make it more conspicuouw If it is more abundant, then it might

follow that the deer, by ove rbrowsing its compti tors, have

allowed it to assume dominanae in the understory.



4~1m is eagerly ooneuaod and any deformed epeamns attest

to the doer't a preference for it * .gt specimens, selected

at random outside, averaged 3-1/29 at 8 years of age. iFive

sim3ila~r specimens inside at h years of age averaged only 1U"

In height. South of the zieserve fence (ta. 10) many elm

seedlings are establishing themselves in the old field. :zperi-

mental exolosures will be constructed soon inside the £uesrve

and it is to be hoped that-plots containing elm reprodution

will be studied in this manxner.

Cartrall (1942) wrote "sassafras, apparntly unpalatable

to the doer, is at p resen t spreading to o the r parts of the w oods, "

Regarded by some as a "weed tree" it is rapidly resta~ing

abandoned farm lantds by seeds as well as by root sprouts.

Sa~plee tacon did not indioate any differenoe in growth rate

in or out of the Reserve end may suggest that the der do not

browse it. However, additional data may lend weight to the

opposite view held by some, that door do bro e sassaras. The

so ut bwe et wo od lot ireulci be Whe best place for a at udy of this

kind,

black sherry is abundant in the wodlots arnd may be

"released" by lac.x of competition due to deer holing bear

more tolerant species,, They do nibble on the new growth of

seedlings as was witnessed inramid-April but it is possible that

this light pruning ef fect actually st Imula tes growth. Au, samples

wore aged.



ubandonment of cultivation and permitting vegetation to

return to the Reserve, coupled with elimination of autting,

grazing, and fire, have undoubtedly helped to conserve the

natural resources of the area, The introduction of the door

herd and its subsequent domination had an opposite effect on

the vegetation and allied fauna, Most of these changes have

been so.recent, in terms of long range sucoesional modifica-

tions, that the Reserve will unquestionably be further altered,

either toward climax vegetative types or by retrogression. With

the deer herd at or near the carrying capacity of the range, it

is unlikely that they will act to modify succession greatly.

It i also unlikely that natural successijn will change the

cover to such an extent that the range will be no longer suitable

for wildlife, espeoially an adaptable animal like the whitetail.

0QjgLUS1)'s:

1. a tree grows in height only through new growth from

its tpehoot. Destruction of the topehoot by browsing

suppresses height growth and causes deformities.

2. Relatively light pruning by deer may stimulate growth

and is not so destructive to range as is excessive

use and trampling by livestock.

3. Hardwoods over six feet tall provide very little browse.

4. No two woods are ever precisely alike but food habits

studies utilising exolosures should provide valuable

information on deer food preferences and seasonal re-

quirements.

ewi



a. 2reventisn of fires and cuttings has halted increased

growth of eucoulent vegetation and other shrubby

growth suitable for deer food.

6. hile the present population of 2b-30 deer per section

does not appear to be taxing the carrying capacity

of the reserve,, it might prove impossible to attempt

reforestation on a similar area .4th that number.

7. Damage on the ueeserve is s pread over a larger area

due to milder climate and presence of more food in

southern rardwood forests. Ajata on carrying capacity

is probably not applicable further north where deer

are forced to yard.

8. The doer on the 4eserve browse hardwoods all year round,

Pith the lightest pressure uoming during the suer

when there is a greater variety of browse present.

9. an average herd of 127 deer annually mai be expected to

consnue upwards of 160 tons of browse. Much of this

is oat and hiokory reproductin.

10. The Reserve cannot be saerificed to the deer herd; their

numbers must be controlled to match carrying capacity,

11. Lao of oax and hiosory reproduction zitnin the woodlots

due to browsing xay be chnnging the composition of

the undertory. Vitoh hazel, cherry, and sassafras

seem to be more abundant inside than out.

12. White oak does not resist browse damage as well as black

oak and hiocory, and sho'. a greater incidence of

butt rot and early ill.



3. wmage other than by browsing ay be trampl ing,

antler daage, eating seeds (acorns, nutis),.

and release of undesirable species which meay

grow and crowd out or prevent establishment

of desirable secoies.

14. The three dominant hardwoods showed suppression

of heigt growth due to ovorbro wsing.

lb. f1stimaated populations based on browse cond itions

are probably low. Therefore, it Is desirable

to disoover key or indicator species to judge

current on d it ion of range tiefore damzage is
too great.

#40 mw
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"seedling" iw eighxteen years old,. she

repeaited oatruction of teruiuald loaders

causes lateral branching, andi uit~utely

i11 the tree.
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ig~. 24. 'These white oak~ Soelliigs were *ub jeut

to heavy pressure when other food souroes were buried

under the snow. nhey w~ere found on the north end of

the airr3ort alongtheairort~a~ngthe edege of: the woods.
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F'ig* 7 Plot 6~ in A. V. Woodat George 1-eaerve.
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inferior andi growth of valuable s eeies is suppreseod.
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Fig. 31. Rows of mature oak.s and hioktorio3

~murk the boundaries of old fields3.

~ 77.

jig. :32. Invasion of old fields by o" un

hio~ory re~roduotion. east edge of O;asandra 40.

N~ature junipers are brovised as high as 6 feet.
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the velvet offi their antlers in the flld. The

dainuaged rani matple in the o ru6rouad DLrna other
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during oritioal winter p.xiod8.



'Ig*.a. Dead leaives on wris

w indthrown blck o.t* were consumed

as high as the doer could reach. A
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